China Under Deng Xiaoping

- Western-style ideas
- Tall buildings
- Modern cities
- Businessmen
- Tech
- Cellphone
- Suitcase
- Large
- PP
- Strong
- Controlling
- Ideology
Group Task

Handouts A, B, C1, C2, D1, & D2
  • Explain the ways that Deng Xiaoping's rule differs from Mao Zedong's.
  
  • Describe the changes Deng bring to China during his early rule.

Group Roles
Reader - All
Recorder - 1
Reporter - 1
Deng Xiaoping's Rule
-Looks to grow China's military
d economy some
- Allow democratic ideas
- Farmers can own their land
- Competition - or
Free Market Economy
-Wants progress, jobs to get done
- doesn't care how
- Exposes Mao's problems
- Implements 4 Modernizations
- Eco, Farming, Defense, Sci/Tech Reforms
- STB Modernization
- Democratic ideas
- Can't happen - Competition leads to thinking/ideas to change
- Demise/ fall
- Wall, lack of freedom
- Speaking out against Mao can exist - only gets out of control - Deng clamps down
LOCKE AND JEFFERSON, PLEASE.

HENRY PAYNE reprinted by permission of United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
Tiananmen Square
-June 5, 1989
-Student protest
-Get out, send out military
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Remember Tiananmen Square

Give me liberty or give me death
The Deng Memorial